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John,Thanks for your message.  I will of course review the ms. promptly.  Hey, who needs footnotes 

anyway?Best,JeremyTo:	Jeremy Gunn <Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-arrb.gov>cc:	ljackson @ law.emory.edu, jnicho @ 

law.emory.edu (bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)From:	John Witte <jwitte @ law.emory.edu> @ INTERNET @ 

INTERLIANT   Date:	06/29/98 09:06:37 PM GMTSubject:	Dear Jeremy:As we discussed, I am preparing a 

truncated version of your excellentarticle on the 1997 law for the anthology that Michael Bourdeaux and I 

arecoediting.  Our publisher has set a strict limit of 350 pages of printedtext for the volume, and we are trying 

to harvest the best articles inexcerpted form from the EILR special issue, plus new material that 

MichaelBourdeaux and his colleagues have assembled.My editing preserves virtually all of your text, with a 

few asides aboutthe European Court truncated or deleted.  It makes most of the cuts in thenotes, eliminating 

explanatory footnotes or long string cites that arenot crucial to your argument.  For a law review, this material 

iscritical; for a humanities text it will be viewed largely as clutter,and thus I have pruned much of it out.Later 

this week, my secretary, Louise Jackson will be federal expressingthe edited text for yourreview and 

correction.  Could I ask you to go through the ms. carefully,make any and all final corrections and edits, do any 

updating based onwhat you have read to date of the regulations, especially, and get it toback us - either 

annotated or by an errata sheet.  We woud like to getthis back as soon as you can so that we can get the ms. 

off to thepublisher.  Eventually, this volume will also be published in Russiantranslation.Your article was one of 

the strongest in the EILR special issue, and thechapter, even truncated, will have the same status in the 

anthology.  Iappreciate you're peeking at it one more time.Blessings on you and your family.John Witte, Jr. 
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